Cabinet Locks for Banking

Cabinet lock solutions for banking and financial institutions.


Small Pin — Get the increased security and versatility of a pin tumbler system for your bank fixtures. Pin tumbler locks are more secure and can accommodate up to 2000+ possible key codes. Easily provide or restrict access by job function or department.

Metal Bank Fixtures

T37

T54C
Replacement cylinders for CompX/National C8154/C8155 T-knob locks for metal bank cabinets. Can be keyed to match National D4291 (4-pin) or D4292 (5-pin) key systems.

Wood Bank Fixtures

100DR
ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 deadbolt cabinet door and drawer locks. Optional key-retaining function and extended bolts available. KA, KD, MK or GMK. N Series National keyway.

200DW
Deadbolt cabinet drawer lock

100DR — Deadbolt cabinet door lock
200DW — Deadbolt cabinet drawer lock

N078
Low profile deadbolt cabinet drawer lock. Easily rekeyable. Available in National D4291 (4-pin) or D4292 (5-pin) keyway.

998/999
Latch lock for cabinet drawers or doors. Easily rekeyable. Available in National D4291 (4-pin) or D4292 (5-pin) keyway.

998 (V/I) — Drawer latch lock (vertical or inverted), field reversible.

999 (R/L) — Door latch lock (right-hand or left-hand), field reversible.

L20V
Heavy duty drawer latch lock.
Cabinet Locks for Banking


**Commercial Keyway** — Locks accept commercial cylinders such as Schlage original, Schlage compatible or small format interchangeable core. Most commercial keyways are available in 6 or 7 pin systems for increased security. These locks can also chamber popular electronic cylinders such as Medeco Logic, Medeco NextgenXT, ASSA Cliq or Videx Cyberlock.

**Wood Bank Fixtures**

Cabinet lock solutions for banking and financial institutions.

ANSI/BHMA Grade 1 deadbolt cabinet door and drawer locks. Optional key-retaining function. KA, KD, MK or GMK. Schlage C keyway.

700S — Deadbolt cabinet door lock
800S — Deadbolt cabinet drawer lock

Above locks less cylinder to accept Schlage compatible third-party cylinders.

700LC — Deadbolt cabinet door lock
800LC — Deadbolt cabinet drawer lock

721DR — Deadbolt cabinet door lock
721DW — Deadbolt cabinet drawer lock

Small format (Best-style) interchangeable core cylinders for use with SFIC compatible cabinet locks. Available in 6-pin or 7-pin versions. Provided uncombined or custom keyed. Available in the most popular BEST keyways.

206 — Deadbolt cabinet door lock
207 — Deadbolt cabinet drawer lock

See **206/207** Series small format cores for use with 721DR and 721DW small format IC cabinet locks.

206 (6-pin)
207 (7-pin)

See **721DR/721DW** Series cores for use with 206 and 207 series small format interchangeable core cylinders.